Accomplishments 2014-15 (*NB – None of these were accomplished by me alone; each was the result of teamwork and/or key co-leads)

- Cooperatively implemented Accuplacer and almost completed algorithm automation (Sue Vaughn) and collaboratively tested at high schools (Sue Vaughn & Steve Watkins team)
- Multiple Measures applied to thousands of FTIC – First Time in College (Sue V, Steve W Paul B, Kerri Kennedy, JoAnn Acosta, Lesley Bonds, Counseling)
- High School registration of CalSOAP/MIH (Steve W. team, Lesley B., Kerri K., Counseling, Equity Team)
- CCC Initiative work - CAI Multiple Measures work groups & presentations & EPI development & Portal Testing (CCC Apply/ Senate)
- California Acceleration Pathway (CAP) acceptance to develop -Math 60-70 accelerated Stats pathway (Liz R, Regina H, Math department, Kim B)
- Submitted Title 5 HSI grant with Math and Student Support redesign (Title 5 team, Kimberly B, Regina H, Liz R)
- Student Support redesign and reorganization planning (all SS leaders – Kim A, Eileen P, Kim B, Rachel V, Elizabeth E) and scale-up of writing center (Kim A) & Supplemental Instruction (Eileen P)
- Basic Skills budgets and BSI Grant Submission - 3 corrected and 2 put to rest (Amanda N, Somaly B, Anthony C, Laura L)
- SSSP budget nearly corrected; match nearly determined (Laura L, Carlene F, Amanda N)
- Summer Professional Development Institute (Lesley B, Odella J + others)
- Bridge program scale-up & Rural Initiatives Bridge Workshops (Lesley B., Kerri K. Kim B, Rich M, Gustavo E.)
- Data Coach and MIH training with John Hetts (2/27) & Darla Cooper (4/17)
- Submitted research contracts for (WestEd, RP, IEBC, Peter Bahr)
- MIH Board of Governors’ Exemplary Award (MIH Team)
- AB86 Final Grant report (Kim B, Odella J, Nan G-H, Bonita)
- Collaboration with high schools (Vickie Spanos, Rich M, Steve W.)
- Hired an entire new Department Staff (Kerri K, Amanda N, Lesley B, Eileen P)
- Two ACCJC accreditation visits & BC Accreditation survey and report